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Abstract—This paper describes an interpretation support system for classification patterns extracted from deep learning with
texts using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), and verified its
effectiveness. It is well known that classification patterns by
deep learning models are often difficult to interpret the reasons
derived. Therefore, an interpretation support system for deep
learning classification patterns using HMMs is proposed as a
tool for extracting and interpreting the learning content of deep
learning. The proposed system uses an HMM to extract the
contents of the learning results in deep learning with texts and
provide an interface to assist in the interpretation of learned
patterns. The proposed system is expected to enable system users
to easily understand the complexity of deep learning, acquire
new skills, and create knowledge. Verification experiments were
conducted to confirm the effectiveness of the system on the basis
of the learning result of deep learning classifying sentences. In
the experiment, test subjects were divided into two groups. One
group used the proposed system and the other used a system
that displays words with high Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TFIDF) values. Both groups were instructed to
provide meanings to classification patterns unusual to each
output. The results show that the test subjects who used the
proposed system were able to understand the meanings of the
classification patterns of deep learning with texts more deeply
than those who used the comparison system.
Index Terms—interpretation support; deep learning, text mining; text classification; data visualization

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) systems based on deep learning
have been rapidly increasing their number of applications.
These systems have been used in a variety of fields, including
image recognition, automatic driving of automobiles, automatic delivery of packages using drones, and assistance in
diagnosis by doctors, with the advent of easy AI systems such
as cloud AI [1] .
However, there is a black box problem in deep learning.
Deep learning learns information through a very complex
process and can make predictions and classifications with high
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accuracy. However, due to the complexity of this process, it
is very difficult for humans to explain the decision criteria of
deep learning.
Explainable AI (XAI) [2] has been attracting attention as
a research field that focuses on explaining the reliability
and fairness of deep learning models and understanding the
decision criteria. The necessity of explaining what has been
learned has been proposed to understand and trust the behavior
of deep learning models [3] [4]. In addition, research has been
conducted to try to explain the behavior of the model itself,
such the model’s data and correlations between variables [5],
and models using counterfactual conditional statements [6].
Alternatively, there are studies that focus not only on the
interpretation of model behavior but also on its stability and
reliability, such as [7] [8], which evaluate model behavior by
applying it to logic circuits and decision trees.
Here, if we focus on informational systems [9] [10], in
which additional information is added to the output of the
model where a user infers the validity or correctness of the
AI’s answer. In the field of image processing, for example, a
method to emphasize parts of an input image that contribute
to the output [11] [12] has been proposed. However, in the
field of natural language processing, it is difficult to directly
apply the methods used in the image processing field. In
addition, just highlighting a part of the input text, known as the
attention method [13], does not tell us what kind of learning
is going on inside the deep learning process. In other words,
the classification criteria is considered to be insufficiently
explained.
Therefore, in this study, we propose a system that extracts
the most likely classification patterns and assists in the interpretation of classification criteria by considering a weighted
network of a trained deep learning as a single hidden Markov
model (HMM), as the subject of a text classification problem.
In particular, we believe that by constructing a system that
enables even novice data analysts to interpret classification
patterns, we can create an environment in which users of
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Fig. 2: Example of weighting by LSTM
Fig. 1: System configuration

cloud-based machine learning APIs and individuals who wish
to perform simple text mining can easily interpret the learning
results.
The following is the structure of this paper. In Section II, the
structure and details of the classification pattern interpretation
support system from deep learning network using HMM
are described. In Section III, evaluation experiments of the
proposed system are described. In Section IV, this paper is
concluded.
II. S UPPORT S YSTEM FOR I NTERPRETING
C LASSIFICATION PATTERNS U SING HMM
In this section, we describe the configuration and details of
our system for supporting the interpretation of classification
patterns using HMMs in deep learning networks for text-based
classification tasks.
A. System Configuration
The structure of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1.
In the proposed system, a set of texts with correct labels is first
used as training data, and classification is performed by Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM). Then, the trained weighted
network is transformed into an HMM, and the likelihood
of word occurrence patterns in the training text set (source
text) is calculated. Finally, the word occurrence patterns with
high likelihood are displayed in the interface as classification
patterns, which the user can interpret.
B. Learning LSTM
In this study, we consider a deep learning model called
LSTM, which is generally used to learn order patterns of timeseries data, and a situation where it is applied to the problem
of classifying a set of texts (Figure 2). The reason for using
LSTMs is that we consider the time-series relationship of word
occurrences in a text to be an important factor in this research.
In addition, we do not aim to obtain high classification
accuracy, but rather to build a system that encourages the
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interpretation of deep learning networks, which are generally
difficult to interpret.
The LSTM takes as input a word vector (nouns, verbs,
and adjectives in the text, with 0 and 1 representing their
occurrence and non-occurrence, respectively) for each text on
the basis of the set of texts given the correct answer labels.
The edge weights in the LSTM with one intermediate layer
are then learned so that its classification accuracy is high.
Here, to interpret the learned classification patterns, it is
assumed that proper training has been performed. Therefore,
we assume that the classification accuracy of the test data in
the 10-fold cross-validation during training or the test data
different from the training dataset is 90% or higher, and that
the network does not contain substantial errors.
C. Creating Word Occurrence Patterns
To improve the interpretability of the classification patterns
by making them closer to the actual text, the system uses the
word occurrence patterns used in the source text for training
the LSTM as input to the HMM. In this case, the word
occurrence patterns to be used are all patterns that satisfy the
following conditions.
• The words in a word occurrence pattern are nouns, verbs,
and adjectives in the source text (adjectives may be
omitted in the experiment).
• The words in a word occurrence pattern are only those in
which the number of sentences where the word appears
(sentence frequency) is 1% or more.
• The order of words in a word pattern should be based on
the actual order in the source text.
D. Conversion of LSTM to HMM
An HMM is a non-deterministic finite state automaton
model with two processes: a state and an observation symbol (output), which are a stochastic transition and output,
respectively. HMMs can calculate the value (likelihood) of
how plausible an observation symbol is for a given change
in the state. Therefore, by applying the LSTM to the HMM,
we can express the contribution of a certain word occurrence
pattern to the output of the LSTM in terms of likelihood.
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Fig. 4: Example of the system screen

the state transition probability A as (1), the symbol output
probability B as (2), and the initial state probability π as (3).
A = {aij |aij = P (st+1 = j|st = i)}(1 ≤ i, j ≤ N )

(1)

B = {bij (ot )|bij (ot ) = P (ot |st−1 = i, st = j)}
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, 1 ≤ t ≤ T )
Fig. 3: Interrelationship between LSTM and HMM
In the proposed system, the weighted network obtained from
the LSTM training is transformed into an HMM to estimate
the likelihood of a word occurrence pattern (Figure 3). First,
the input layer node of the LSTM is the observation symbol
set of the HMM, and the intermediate layer node (LSTM unit)
is the state set S. Next, let the weight set Wr between the
time series in the intermediate layer (by recursive processing)
be the state transition probability A, and the weight set Wi
between the input layer intermediate layers be the symbol
output probability B. Finally, the set of weights between the
output layers of the middle layer Wo is set to the initial
state probability π (where π depends on the destination to
be selected at that time).
E. Likelihood Estimation of Word Occurrence Patterns Using
HMM
This section describes how to calculate the likelihood for the
set of word occurrence patterns created in Section II-C. For
the weighted network of the LSTM converted to an HMM
in Section II-D, the observation series of observation symbols
(the aforementioned word appearance patterns) is input to O =
{o1 , o2 , ...OT } (T is the length of the observation series, i.e.,
the length of the word appearance pattern). The number of
states (number of intermediate layer nodes) is N (state number
is i, j). From the aforementioned information, we can express
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π = {πi |πi = P (s0 = i)}(1 ≤ i ≤ N )

(2)

(3)

Suppose that there exists a word occurrence pattern O for
a classifier x. If we denote the initial state probability as πx ,
the likelihood P (O|πx , A, B) is calculated by (4).
P (O|πx , A, B) =

∑

P (S|πx , A, B)P (O|S, πx , A, B)

allS

=

∑

πxs0 as0 s1 bs0 s1 (o1 ) · as1 s2 bs1 s2 (o2 )·

alls0 ...sT

... · asT −1 sT bsT −1 sT (oT )
(4)
Finally, the likelihood for all word occurrence patterns
are calculated by using (4), and, in the order of increasing
likelihood, the word occurrence patterns are extracted as
classification patterns that contribute to the classification.
F. Interpretation Support Network Display
In the interpretation support function, the set of classification patterns extracted in the previous section, which are
strongly connected to the destination, is displayed as an
interpretation support network. In this network, words are
displayed as nodes and time-series relationship of words as
arrows to make it easier to understand the words and timeseries relations between words in the classification pattern.
Furthermore, nodes that have arrows in both directions are
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when the word “wolf” is selected using the text about wolves
[15].
III. V ERIFY THE E FFECTIVENESS OF A T EXT
C LASSIFICATION PATTERN I NTERPRETATION S UPPORT
S YSTEM A PPLYING HMM

Fig. 5: Example of source text (select the word “wolf” for text
about wolves)

In this section, we describe an experiment to verify whether
test subjects without deep knowledge of deep learning can
interpret the classification patterns on the basis of the word
occurrence patterns output by the proposed system.
A. Experimental Procedure

displayed as a group. In addition, to indicate which classification pattern belongs to which destination, a red arrow
connecting the destination name node and the last word node
of the classification pattern is displayed.
As an example, Figure 4 shows an interpretation support
network displayed from a set of texts on how to make five
types of Japanese sweets [14]. The user selects a node at the
bottom of the interface where the name of the classifier (in
this case, “buns and daifuku”) to be interpreted is displayed.
At this time, the system extracts the user’s any number of the
classification patterns (in this case, five classification patterns)
for the selected destination name in the order of likelihood.
The extracted classification patterns are “Fresh cream →
Refrigeration → Potato starch”, “Fresh cream → Potato starch
→ Refrigeration”, “Strawberry → Sweet white bean paste →
Potato starch”, “Brush → Potato starch → Refrigeration”, and
“Ching → Sweet white bean paste → Strawberry”. Then, an
interpretation support network is displayed, with the words
of the extracted classification patterns as nodes and the timeseries relations between words as arrows. However, if there
are nodes that have the same word, they will be displayed
overlapping. And, if they are pointing arrows at each other,
they will be displayed together as a group with no ordering
relationship. Finally, by looking at the interpretation support
network, the user finds patterns of what words and time-series
relations between words contribute to the selected classification destination and interprets them.
G. Function for Displaying the source text of Classification
Patterns
When interpreting classification patterns, it is difficult to
understand the actual context in which the words were used
from the word information alone. For this reason, the source
text display function shows how the words in the classification
pattern are actually used in the text used for training.
By selecting the user’s any words (the max is two words)
on the interpretation support network, the user can see the
sentence that contains the word in the source text. However, for
ease of viewing, we limited the number of words displayed to
ten before and after the selected word per sentence. In addition,
up to two types of words can be selected, in which case, all
sentences between the words are displayed. Figure 5 shows an
example of the source text display of the classification pattern
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In the experiment, the test subjects were asked to interpret
the classification patterns of the sentences classified into the
“output labels” of each task for the three tasks shown in Table
I. In addition, the details of the data used in each task are as
follows.
Task 1 “Character dialogue”: We used 500 ”tsundere,”
”deredere,” and ”normal” character dialogues of each
from ”tsundere bot,” ”deredere bot,” and ”character
dialogue bot” on Twitter [16].
Task 2 “Consumer electronics reviews:” From the top 50
most popular consumer electronics products on Amazon [17]. We used 1036 “useful” (highly rated with
over four stars and over ten people who said this review was helpful), “useless” (High rating, but people
said this review was helpful is zero), and “low-rated”
(less than two stars) reviews of each.
Task 3 “Game review,” From the top 100 most popular game
software on Amazon [17]. We used 1,473 “useful,”
“useless,” and “low-rated” reviews of each.
To make the interpretation easier for the test subjects and
to facilitate the analysis of the interpretation results, we set
an interpretation objective for each task. The experiment was
conducted with 16 undergraduate and graduate students who
had no deep knowledge of deep learning. They were divided
into two groups: one using the proposed system and the other
using the comparison system. In the group using the proposed
system, the test subjects were asked to find words (one word,
combinations, and time series) that contribute to classification
using the proposed system. We prepared a comparison system
that extracts words specific to a specified output label by the
TFIDF value of (5) and presents them in a list form. The
comparison system is also able to use the source text display
function of the proposed system.
TFIDFi of a word i = Sentence frequency of word i
Number of output labels
×(log(
) + 1)
DF value of word i

(5)

The experimental procedure was interpreted by the test
subjects of both groups using the following procedure. The
number of classification patterns displayed by the proposed
system was set to five, consisting of three words in order of
increasing likelihood. The number of words displayed by the
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TABLE I: EXPERIMENTAL TASKS GIVEN TO TEST SUBJECTS AND INTERPRETIVE OBJECTIVES
test subject name
Task 1 “Character dialogue:”
Output label “tsundere”

Task 2 “Consumer electronics review:” Output label
“Useful”
Task 3 “Game review:” Output label “Useful”

Contents
Categorization of lines of characters with specific
characteristics in anime and manga: Ask test subjects
to interpret the characteristics of lines of characters
with “tsundere” characteristics.
Categorization of reviews about popular consumer
electronics on Amazon: Ask test subjects to interpret
the characteristics of reviews with a large number of
“this review was helpful.”
Categorization of reviews about popular game software
on Amazon: Ask test subjects to interpret the characteristics of reviews with a large number of “this review
was helpful.”

•

•

Fig. 6: Breakdown of validity of test subject’s interpretation
(test subject average)

comparison system was also set to 15 in accordance with the
proposed system.
Step 1 Select output labels to be interpreted: For the “Character dialogue” task, we targeted lines of characters classified as “tsundere.” For the “Consumer
electronics review” and “Game review” tasks, we
included reviews with a rating of four or more and
a “usefulness” rating of ten or more.
Step 2 Read the “interpretation objectives” corresponding to
each selected output label to understand its content.
Step 3 For the selected output, display the “interpretation
support network” and find ten features (one word,
combinations, chronological order, etc.) that may
contribute to the output.
Step 4 Devise your own interpretations of the highlighted
features in accordance with the “interpretive objectives,” using the source text display function.
B. Experimental Results and Discussion
First, the breakdown of the validity of the interpretations
described by the test subjects (test subject average) is shown in
Figure 6. However, the breakdown of interpretive validity was
classified by one of the authors on the basis of the following
definitions.
•

Reasonable interpretation (reasonable): The correctness
of the content can be confirmed from the source text,
and it meets the “purpose of interpretation.”
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Interpretive objectives
Assuming you are a novelist, find a pattern of word usage
specific to a “tsundere” character for your novel and give an
interpretation of it.
Assuming you are a reporter introducing consumer electronics,
find a pattern of word usage specific to “helpful reviews” of popular consumer electronics products and give your interpretation
of it.
Assuming that you are a reporter introducing game software,
find a pattern of word usage specific to “helpful reviews” of
game software and give your interpretation of it.

Interpretation that cannot be judged as reasonable (unknown): The intent of the content is not clear, and it
cannot be judged as reasonable or not reasonable.
Unreasonable interpretation (unreasonable): The content
of the interpretation was found to be incorrect or not in
line with the “purpose of the interpretation.”

Regarding the judgment of whether the subjects’ interpretations are valid or not, the author have classified them by
paying attention to whether all the following criteria are met.
In addition, this process was repeated at least ten times to
check for errors, and the percentage of validity classified is
considered to be sufficiently objective. moreover, the purpose
of this experiment is only to confirm how much better the
subjects can interpret the data by using the proposed system
compared to the comparison system, and the comparison of the
output of the systems will not be considered in this experiment.
•
•

Checking that the features found by the subjects are
included in the source text.
Compare the subject’s interpretation with the source text,
and confirm that there is at least one description that
matches the claimed content.

Figure 6 shows that more than 97% of the interpretations
in the proposed system were classified as reasonable interpretations, confirming their correctness. In particular, there
were no interpretations that were not valid, which accounted
for nearly 10% in the comparison system. In addition, the
results of the proposed system showed that less than 3% of the
interpretations were reasonable or unreasonable, while those
of the comparison system were 5% to 10%. Therefore, we can
say that the proposed system has clearer intentions and more
reasonable interpretations.
Next, the percentages of source sentences that fit the interpretation (test subject average), as given by the test subjects,
are shown in Figure 7. The number of source texts that match
these interpretations is calculated by dividing the number of
source texts for each task (500 for the “Character dialogue”
task, 1036 for the “Consumer electronics review” task, and
1473 for the “Game review” task) by the percentage of source
texts that match the interpretation. Regarding the number of
source texts that fit the subject’s interpretation, the author
counted the number of source texts that were confirmed to
meet all of the following criteria. In addition, this process was
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Combination: One interpretation is made from multiple
words, without any particular consideration of time-series
relationships.
• Time series: One interpretation is made from multiple
words, taking into account the time-series relationship.
The results in Figure 8 show that more than 80% of the
interpretations in the proposed system focused on the timeseries relationship of words, compared with the about 10% in
the comparison system. The rest of the interpretations were
based on individual words and combinations of words in
the same proportion. This may be because the interpretation
support network of the proposed system made the time-series
relationship of the words easy to understand, and thus the
test subjects paid more attention to the time-series relationship
of the words and made more interpretations. However, in the
comparison system, although the characteristic words of the
top TFIDF were displayed, it was difficult to understand the
connection between the words. Therefore, it is likely that the
system was often interpreted from a single word or a combination of words with similar meanings. Therefore, we can say
that the proposed system performed a typical interpretation
considering the time-series relationship of words.
In summary, we confirmed that the proposed system is
able to derive typical and reasonable interpretations that are
applicable to a wide range of source texts with a higher
rate of correct answers than the comparison system. This can
be attributed to the fact that the proposed system focuses
on the chronological relationship between multiple words.
Furthermore, even for short texts, such as the “character
dialogue” task, the proposed system is able to derive typical
interpretations at the same level as referring to words with
high TFIDF values.
•

Fig. 7: Percentage of source texts to which the test subject’s
interpretation applies (test subject average)

Fig. 8: Breakdown of features focused on by test subjects (test
subject average)

also repeated more than 10 times to check for errors, and the
number of source texts that fit the subject’s interpretation is
considered sufficiently objective.
•
•

Checking that the features found by the subjects are
included in the source text.
Compare the subject’s interpretation with the source text,
and confirm that there is at least one description that
matches the claimed content.

The results for the “Character dialogue” task were almost
the same. However, those of the “Consumer electronics review” and “Game review” tasks showed that the proposed
system was able to derive more interpretations that applied
to the source text. In particular, for the “Game Review”
task, the proposed system outperformed the results of the
comparison system by nearly 30%. Therefore, we can say that
the interpretation support network displayed by the proposed
system was able to derive more typical interpretations that
applied to a wider range of source texts.
Figure 8 shows the breakdown (test subject average) of
the features (one word, combinations, time series, etc.) the
test subjects focused on for interpretation. However, this
breakdown was classified by one of the authors on the basis
of the following definitions.
•

One word: One interpretation is made from one word.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we proposed a classification pattern interpretation support system to classify multiple text data with an
LSTM that can learn the time-series relationship of words
and interpret the trained network. One of the features of this
research is that it applies the network structure of the learned
recursive deep learning to an HMM for processing. Therefore,
the system can easily extract the time-series information of the
learned features without changing the structure of the model.
In the verification experiment to confirm the effectiveness of
the proposed system, we confirmed that the proposed environment can result in a reasonable interpretation that covers
a wide range of the original content from the classification
patterns, including time-series information, even for users who
are not familiar with deep learning.
In the future, we plan to investigate the effectiveness of
the proposed system more objectively by statistically examining the subjects’ interpretations, such as the length of
their interpretations and the types of words in the sentences.
In addition, we will change the input of the LSTM to a
distributed representation that includes information on the
relationship between words, so that the interpretation can be
more focused on the meaning of the words, and also build
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an interpretation environment for more complex deep learning
networks, such as the Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT). In addition, we would like to
build a framework that can validate the knowledge obtained
as a hypothesis by obtaining data from inside and outside the
training data to support the validity of the interpretation given
by the user and presenting it to the user.
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